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READY TO WEAR
C O - O R D  S E T S





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 4,990

SAWCS-V1-01

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)

Serene" A minimalistic yet trendy white colour Basic Co-ords.
Featuring a button-down style with a spread-collar and two
front pockets paired with smart style tousers.  An ideal day-to
day wear option.

SERENE
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 4,990

SAWCS-V1-02

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
GREYSCA

Add a touch of class to your wardrobe by styling in a 
"Greyscale" out�t. A muted-colour gre, basic Co-ords 
featuring a chic spread collar, placket, along with front 
and side pockets. Paired with straight-cut designed
trousers. 
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 4,990

SAWCS-V1-03

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
MOCHA

"Mocha" is a chic brown colour basic Co-ords out�t that's
perfect for smart-casual everyday wear. Featuring a button
down style, closed collar neckline and loose sleeves paired
with trousers with side slits hems. 
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 4,990

SAWCS-V1-09

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
ASH

Add a touch of class to your wardrobe by styling in  "Ash" 
out�t. A muted-colour grey basic Co-Cords featuring a chic
open-collar, placket,  front and side pockets, and paired 
with a straight-cut designed trousers. 
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 4,990

SAWCS-V1-10

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
CINDER

"Cinder" perfectly emits an aura of elegance and class with
 its greyish-dark tone colour and minimalistic style. The out�t
 features an open-collar, trendy loose-�tted cut and cu�ed
 sleeves. Paired with straight pants with cu�s.
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READY TO WEAR
C O T T O N  J A C Q U A R D
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,250

SAWJ23-V1-01

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
AUTUMN MAPLE

Rust colour jacquard Co-Ord set out�t with geometrical motifs 
in teal and Black. Featuring  a round hem shirt, embellished 
cu�, neckline and stylish trousers. 
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,550

SAWJ23-V1-02

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
WHITE SWAN

White colour jacquared Co-ord set out�t with elegant silver
and pink �oral motif pattern design. Featuring a straight-cut 
design and cu�ed trousers. Stylishly embellished loop
fabric sleeves and keyhole neckline.
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,450

SAWJ23-V1-03

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
LAPIS TEAL

Teal colour jacquard Co-Ord set out�t with geometrical 
motifs. Featuring an around hem and cu�ed  trousers. 
A smart causal look to style this season.
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,550

SAWJ23-V1-04

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
PINK SALT

Revamp your wardrobe by styling in the sophisticated yet 
chic Pink colour jacquard  Co-Ord set out�t. Designed in a 
straight-cut shirt, and straight trousers and embellished 
with mother-of-pearl buttons and fringes border along 
the edges.
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,250

SAWJ23-V1-05

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
CLOVER BLISS

Mint green colour jacquard Co-Ord set out�t with stripes 
and �oral self-pattern design. Designed in a straight-cut 
shirt and trousers. Featuring a stylish  embellished neckline.
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,550

SAWJ23-V1-06

READY TO WEAR (CO-ORDS)
BLACK PEARL

Enthralling black colour jacquard Co-Ord set out�t with 
green and white pattern design. Featuring stylish running-
stitch embellishment long sleeves and neckline. Designed
in straight-cut shirt and trousers.    
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,850

SAWJ23-V1-07

READY TO WEAR (Shirt)
ANTIQUE CHARM

White colour jacquard shirt  with  geometrical motifs  blue 
and silver. Featuring a placket neckline, 3 pockets, paired 
with plain white culottes trousers. 
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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included 
in Unstitched Dresses , They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or 
mobile/computer screen brightness settings

MRP: RS 4,250

SAWJ23-V1-08

READY TO WEAR (Shirt)
GARDENIA

O�-white colour jacquard  out�t with thin-stripes pattern 
and plain trousers to match. Featuring a stylized V-neckline 
design, fringe sleeves border, straight-cut shirt.  
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L O O K  B O O K
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